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March 27, 2020 

 

 
Dear Parents/Guardians: 

 

I hope this letter finds you well. 
 

Several weeks ago, Governor Murphy signed Executive Orders 104 and 107 and essentially closed all schools 

in New Jersey. Yesterday, the Governor reaffirmed that he will make the decision as to when schools will 

reopen, with no consideration for that prior to April 17, 2020. As a result, I am announcing that the Township of 
Ocean Schools will remain on remote learning until further notice from the Governor’s office. As stated in a 

previous letter, the district will observe its regularly scheduled spring break from April 4 through April 13. 

Remote learning will resume on April 14 and continue until the Governor deems it appropriate to reopen 
schools. This break will provide our staff an opportunity to prepare for a longer period of remote learning as 

well as give staff, parents and students a chance to catch their breath.   

 
We recognize that remote learning creates many challenges. However, our staff has done an amazing job in 

trying to make this unprecedented transition as smooth as possible for your family. Their work has been 

inspiring. Parents and students have risen to the occasion. Your efforts have been outstanding.  

 
While many things are going well, some things need revision. If your family is having difficulties with remote 

learning, it is imperative that you contact your teacher or principal. It is only through hearing feedback that we 

can improve our practice. 
 

I have lived in our town for over 20 years. I saw us rise after the 9/11 attacks. I saw us rise after Superstorm 

Sandy. We are rising again. Our community is coming together during this time and it is fantastic. There will be 
losses, some of which will be unimaginable. Even with those losses, we must all remain optimistic that the 

gains we create as a society during this time will be long lasting. This will ensure that those losses will not have 

occurred in vain. This is our charge, our moral responsibility. 

 
Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if I can help you in any way. Looking forward to the time when our 

schools are filled once again. 

 
Stay well.        

 

Jim Stefankiewicz 

Superintendent of Schools 
732-531-5600 x3000 

jstefankiewicz@oceanschools.org 
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